Project Description

- All fellows and residents to document their required QI project in the MedHub Learning Portfolio – Category: ‘Quality Improvement Project’
  - Complete by **May 1st**
  - Receive **1% Salary bonus** with **80% participation**
QI Project Benefits:

- Residents and fellows will have easy access to their documentation and can incorporate in their CVs
- Documenting takes just a few minutes
- SHC can share all Fellow/Resident QI projects across the institution and will be able to set up chat/lines/websites so residents and fellows will be able see what their colleagues are working on to improve quality and safety
- Increases trainee awareness and understanding of QI at SHC and LPCH
How to log QI Projects in MedHub

1. On MedHub Home page click on the Portfolio tab:

2. Choose “Quality Improvement Project” from the menu then Click on “New Portfolio Entry”
QI Entry – Fill in the Blanks:

....EXAMPLE
Logging Recommendations:

- PROBLEM (Knowledge Gap)
- PROPOSED SOLUTION
- METHODS (SYSTEMS)
- OUTCOME (METRICS)
- LEARNING POINTS
ALT 3. QI Entry – Fill in the Blanks:

....EXAMPLE
Additional Logging Recommendations:

- Check off appropriate Core Competency Box
- Allow Viewing
- Upload supportive documentation